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Abstract 
Two invariants are introduced for a crossed module and they are connected by a five-term 
exact sequence, associated to a extension of crossed modules. In the particular case of groups or 
G-modules these invariants give the homology groups of EilenberggMac Lane. 
Introduction 
Crossed modules were introduced by Whitehead [14] to study relative homotopy 
groups. There are many examples of crossed modules: groups, modules over group 
rings, normal subgroups of a group, etc. The old problem of giving an internal 
interpretation of the EilenberggMac Lane cohomology groups has been recently 
solved by several authors using the structure of crossed module. 
The “actor of a crossed module” was introduced in 1987 by Norrie [lo] (thinking of 
a group as a crossed module, this means its group of automorphisms) and several 
results from group theory were generalized to crossed modules. However, many 
important problems were impossible to touch upon due to the lack at that time of 
a theory of homology for crossed modules. 
The aim of this paper is to give a partial solution to this difficulty. In the first 
section, we introduce some concepts in the theory of crossed modules, with special 
mention to the actor, commutator and semi-direct product of crossed modules 
introduced by Norrie [lo-12-J. In Section 2, we introduce a projective class of 
epimorphisms in the category of crossed modules, which we think is the suitable one 
to compute the homology of a crossed module. In Section 3, we introduce two 
invariants for a crossed module. In the particular case of a group G considered 
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as a crossed G-module these invariants become the first and second Eilenberg-Mac 
Lane homology groups, we call them H, and H,. In the last section, associated to 
a extension of crossed modules, we obtain a five-term exact sequence connecting H, and 
H,. 
Conduchi: and Ellis [4] have studied this kind of problems for the category of 
precrossed modules over a fixed group P. 
Our invariant H, for a crossed module generalizes the one introduced by Hopf [7] 
enabling us to attack many problems in crossed modules. For instance, it would allow 
us to obtain, for a crossed-module, a generalized Hopf formula similar to the one 
obtained by Brown and Ellis [I] for a group. 
1. Preliminaries on crossed modules 
1.1. The category of crossed modules 
1.1.1. Definition. A crossed module (T, G, c?) is a group homomorphism 13: T-t G 
together with an action of G on T satisfying: 
(i) 8 is a morphism of G-groups, iJ(gt) = yatg-‘, for all g E G, t E T, 
(ii) the Peiffer identity, i.e., ‘r~ = ts t- ‘, for all t, s E T. 
If (T, G, ~3) is a crossed module, T is called a crossed G-module. 
1.1.2. Examples. (1) If X is a path-connected topological space and Y is a path- 
connected subspace, Y c X, then a:n,(X, Y) + z 1 ( Y) is a crossed module. This was 
the motivating example for Whitehead [14]. 
(2) (G, Aut G, c) is a crossed module, where c assigns to each element g E G, the inner 
automorphism of G, c(g): x + gxg-’ for all x e G. 
(3) (N, G, i), where N is a normal subgroup of a group G, i is the inclusion and 
G acts on N by conjugation. This way, every group G can be seen as crossed module in 
the two obvious ways: (1, G,i) or (G, G,Id). 
(4) (A, G, 0), where A is a G-module and the boundary operator is the zero map. 
1.1.3. Definition. A morphism of crossed modules (J; 4) : (T, G, 8) + (T’, G’, 8’) is a pair 
of groups morphisms f: T + T’ and 4 : G + G’, such that 
(i) a’f= $8, 
(ii) f is a G-group morphism, via 4, f(“t) = 4(“)f(t), for all g E G, t E T. 
With objects and morphisms as defined by Definitions 1.1.1 and 1.1.3 respectively, 
we obtain the category %?J&’ of crossed modules. 
A morphisms (5 4) in %?J? is called injective if bothfand 4 are injective as group 
morphisms. 
A morphism (5 4) in %?J?’ is called surjective if both f and 4 are onto maps. 
In %?J%! the injective morphisms are exactly the monomorphisms; every surjective 
morphism is epi, but there are epimorphisms that are not surjective [S]. 
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We denote by Aut (T, G, 3) the group of automorphisms of an object (T, G, 3). 
1.1.4. Definition. A crossed module (T’, G’, 13’) is a crossed submodule of a crossed 
module (r, G, 8) if 
(i) T’ is a subgroup of T and G’ is a subgroup of G, 
(ii) i3’ = al,,, 
(iii) The action of G’ on T’ is induced by that of G on T. 
1.15 Definition. A crossed submodule (T’, G’, a’) of a crossed module (T, G, a) is 
a normal crossed submodule, denoted by (T’, G’, 8)a( T, G, a), if 
(i) G’ is a normal subgroup of G, 
(ii) gt’ E T’, for all g E G, t’ E 7”, 
(iii) g’t. t ’ E T’, for all y’ E G’, r E T. 
1.1.6. Definition. Let (T’, G’, 8’) be a normal crossed submodule of (T, G, 2). The 
quotient crossed module (T, G, a)/(T’, G’, 8’) is defined as (T/T’, G/G’, ?), where the 
boundary operator 2 is defined by a (t T’) = a(t) G’, and G/G’ acts on T/T’ by 
cgG’)(t T’) = (” t)T’, g EG, t E T. 
1.1.7. %?A’ has pullbacks (the pair formed by the two pullbacks of groups). In 
particular, the intersection of two crossed submodules (T’, G’, a’), (T”, G”, 8”) is de- 
fined as the pullback of the canonical injections and it is equal to the crossed module 
(T’n T”,G’nG”,3l,.,...). 
1.1.8. VA has a zero object, the trivial crossed module (1, l,l). 
1.1.9. %?A’ has kernels. If (f; 4) : (T, G, 3) + (T’, G’, a’), is a morphism of crossed 
modules, then the kernel of (f, 4) is given by the object Ker(J 4) = 
(Kerf; Ker $,Z JKer f). Ker (f; 4) is a normal crossed submodule of (T, G, 2). 
For any group G and any subgroup S of a crossed G-module T we denote by SG the 
smallest G-subgroup of T containing S. 
If K is a subgroup of G and S is a subgroup of a crossed G-module T we denote by 
[K,S] the smallest subgroup of T containing the elements (!?)s- ‘, with k E K and 
s ES. 
1.1.10. %?A%’ has cokernels. The cokernel of (J; 4): (T, G, i3) -+ (T’, G’, 8) is given by the 
crossed module (T’/f(T),! [4(G),,, T’], Coker @,a’) [2], along with the obvious 
crossed modules morphism. 
1.1.11. If (f; 4) : (T, G, a)~( T’, G’, a’), then Coker (f; 4) = (T’/T, G’/G, 8). as 
f(&, [4(G),,, T’] = T. As a consequence, the surjective morphisms are the conormal 
epimorphisms. 
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1.1.12. WA! has epimorphic images. If (S,4):(7’,G,a) -+(T’,G’,a’), then 
Im(i 4) = (f(T), 4(G), 8’1, CT)). 
1.1.13. Definition. A sequence of crossed module morphisms 
(T’, G’, a’) (A41 ,(T,G,a) (f’>4’) , (T”, G”, 8’) 
is called exact if the crossed submodules of (T, G, a), Im (f, 4) and Ker (f’, 4’) 
coincide. 
1.1.14. Definition. The definition of commutator subgroup can be generalized in the 
following way: If (S,H,a) and (R, K,a) are two normal crossed submodules of 
a crossed module (T, G, a), then we define the commutator crossed submodule of 
(S, H, 3) and (R, K, 3) as the crossed submodule ([K, S] [H, R], [H,K], a). This 
crossed submodule is denoted by [(S, H, a), (R, K, a)], [ll]. In particular the commuta- 
tor crossed submodule [l l] of (Y’, G, a), denoted by (T, G, 3)’ = [(T, G, a), (T, G, a)], is 
defined as the crossed submodule [G, r], G’, a), where [G, T] = ( {“t t- ’ ( t E T, 
g E G}) is the displacement subgroup of T relative to G, and G’ = [G, G] is the 
commutator subgroup of G. 
1.1.15. Examples. (1) Let N be a normal subgroup of G. The commutator of (N, G, i) 
is [(N, G, i), (N, G, i)] = ([G, N], G’, i). 
(2) Regarding a group G as a crossed module in the two usual ways, N = 1 or 
N = G, then [(G, G,Id), (G, G,Id)] = (G’, G’,Id), or [(l, G, i),(l, G, i)] = (l,G’, i). 
(3) (A, G,O)’ = (A. ZG, G’, 0), where IG is the augmentation ideal of G [6]. 
1.2. Free crossed modules 
1.2.1. Let U :9* - St, be the forgetful functor. We denote by (%t 1 U) the comma 
category determined by the functors Id : %t - 92 and U:9a- 9%. There 
exists an adjunction 
[S]. We call p(f: S- UG) the free crossed module over f: S - UG. The construc- 
tion of this object, without adjunctions, appears for the first time in [14]. 
1.2.2. For a fixed group G, we denote by %7dG the category of crossed G-modules. 
Every crossed G-module (T, G, 8) is a quotient of a free crossed G-module (C, G, a’), 
where (e, 1) : (C, G, a’) - (T, G,3) is a surjective morphism, C = Fr(G x T)/P, 
Fr(G x T) is the free group over G x T, P is the Peiffer subgroup of Fr(G x T) and the 
action of G over the generators is given by g’(g, t) = (g’ g, t), g, g’ E G, t E T [3]. 
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1.2.3. Definition. We are interested in free presentations of a crossed module (T, G, a), 
(V>RP) -(Y,F,A- (T, G,a), 
where the codomain of the free crossed module (Y, F,p), F, is a free group. This 
corresponds to another notion of freedom on a crossed modules, given by the 
adjunction 
9 .!?& 
(92 J 92) A -.--VA, 
Q .LpsL 
composite of two adjunctions 
where the first one associates to A + B the map A + Fr(B), with Fr(B) the free group 
over B. 
We will call 99.t (f: A + B) the At-free crossed module over f: A + B. 
1.2.4. Proposition. Every crossed module (T, G, 8) is the quotient of a L&t-free crossed 
module. 
Proof. Let ye: 1 + %98L9$81 and 6: P9aI@yat + 1 be, respectively, the unit and the 
counit of the given adjunction. By the triangular equalities [6], a%4 E(~, c,a, 
Y] a94d (T, G, a) = l,9at (T, G, cq, we have that E (T, G, a). . F& 4ht 07 G, a) -+ (T, G, a) is sur- 
jective. 0 
1.3. The actor of a crossed module and the semi-direct product of crossed modules 
1.3.1. Let (T, G, a) be a crossed module. We denote by Der(G, T) the set of all 
derivations from G to T, i.e., the set of maps d: G --f T satisfying 
&y) = 44”4y), X,Y E G. 
Each derivation d defines endomorphisms 0 ( = ud) and Q ( = f3,) of G and T respec- 
tively, given by 
a(x) = dd(x) x, O(t) = da(t) t, x EG, t E T. 
If d,,dz ED~~(G, T) then the formula dI .dZ = d, with 
d(x) = 4 gz(x) d&4 = I,& d, (4 
defines on Der(G, T) a monoid structure with identity the trivial derivation which 
associates the identity of T to every element of G. The group of Whitehead D(G, T) is 
defined as the group of units of Der(G, T), and its elements are called regular 
derivations [lo]. 
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1.3.2. Definition. In [lo], Norrie defines the actor of a crossed module (T, G, ~3) which 
is denoted by A(7’, G, a), as the crossed module (D, G, T), Aut (T, G, a), d ), where 
A(d) = (0, a) and the action of Aut(T, G, 8) on the group D(G, T) is defined by 
(‘“*4’d)(x) = crd~#~-i(x), (a,$) EAut(T,G,d), d eD(G,T), x EG. 
1.3.3. There exists a morphism of crossed modules (q, y) : (T, G, ~3) --f A( T, G, a), where 
qt(x) = F-l, y(y) = (CC,, &), where q,(s) = ys, d,(x) = yxy-’ for s,t E T, x, y E G. 
In the same way as in group theory, we define the center of the crossed module 
Z(T, G, ~3) as Ker(q, y) which is the crossed module (T’, Z(G) n St,(T), 13) where 
TG = {t E Tlgt = t for all g E G} and St,(T) is the stabilizer in G of T, i.e. 
stc(T) = {g EGlgt = t for all t ET} [lo]. 
1.3.4. Definition. One says that the crossed module (T, G,c?) is abelian if 
(T, G, 3) = Z(T, G, 3) [l 11. The crossed module (T, G, ~3) is abelian if and only if G is 
abelian and the action of the crossed module is trivial, which implies that T is also 
abelian. 
1.35 Definition. We say that a crossed module (T, G, 8) acts on (S, H, p) if there exists 
a morphism of crossed modules (T, G, ~3) + A(& H, 11). If (S, H, 8) is a normal crossed 
submodule of (T, G, a), then there exists a canonical morphism 
(q,y):(T,G,a) + A(S,H,a), where ye: T -+ D(H,S) is given by I = tht-‘, and 
y:G~Aut(S,H,d)isgivenbyy(g)=(ag,~g),withccg(s)=gs,~g(h)=ghg-’fors~S, 
t ET, h EH, g EG. 
1.3.6. Definition. Let (M,P, p) and (N, V, v) be two crossed modules, and let 
(E, p) : (N, V, v) -+ A(M, P, p) be an action of (N, I’, v) on (M, P, II), i.e., the following 
diagram is commutative: 
N ’ .V 
& -1 L P 
D(P, M) TAut(M, P, 11) 
If p1 : V + Aut(M), and p2 : V -+ Aut(P) are the two components of p, then N acts on 
M via p1 ’ v and V acts on P via p2, and so we can consider the semi-direct products 
M ANandP NV. 
Now, there exists an action of P xl V on M H N defined as follows: 
(P,“)(m,n) = (p(“m) (e(“n)(p))- ‘,“n), for (p,u) EP A V and (m,n) EM MN, where ‘m 
means pl (u) (m). Then (M M N,P >a V, n) is a crossed module, where 
n: M AN + P ~1 V is defined by x(m,n) = (p(m),v(n)). This crossed module [12] is 
called the semi-direct product of (M, P, ,u) and (N, V, v) relative to (E, p) and it is denoted 
by (M, P, p) x (N, v, v). 
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1.3.7. If (T, G, i3) is a semi-direct product (R, K, ZJ) M (S, H, a) then there exists a short 
exact sequence of crossed modules split by (i,j) : (S, H, +-+ (T> G, a), 
(R,K,a)- (T,W)~(S,W, 
where (i,j) is the inclusion morphism. Conversely, given any split short exact 
sequence of crossed modules we have (T, G, d)g(R, K, a) M (S, H, a), where the 
action of (S, H, 8) on (R, K, 8) is given by the composite (yl, y) .(si, s2) where 
(sr, sz): (S, H, 8) --f (T, G, 3) is the section and (yl, y): (T, G, 3) -+ A(R, K, 8) is the mor- 
phism defined in Definition 1.3.5 [12]. 
2. A Projective class of epimorphisms in %T_.dZ 
2.1. Definition. Let 8 be a class of epimorphisms in a category &. An object P in & is 
called I-projective if for every f E 8, f: A + A’, Hom(P,f) : Hom(P, A) + Hom(P, A’) 
is surjective. 
The closure 2 is the class of all epimorphisms g in d such that Hom(P,g) is 
surjective for every P b-projective. The class is closed if & = 2. 
A closed class 8 of epimorphisms in d is said to be projective if, for each object A of 
& there is an epimorphism E: P --f A, E EE with P E-projective [9]. 
2.2. Lemma. Let F : d + 93 and U : 93 + d be a pair of adjoint functors, F _I U. The 
class B of epimorphisms with respect to which thefree objects of 99 (i.e., those which are of 
the form FA, for some A from ~2) are projectives is exactly the class of U-split 
epimorphisms (E is U-split if UE is split in ~2). 
Proof. Let @ : Horn ,(A, UB) + Horn ,(FA,B), y:l -+ UF and e:FU + 1 be, 
respectively, the natural bijection, the unit and the counit of the given adjunction. 
Given p:B + B”, if there exists s in CQZ such that U(p)s = l,,,,, then for any 
f: FA + B” the morphism f’ = @(A -+ UB” + UB): FA + B satisfies pfl =f: Con- 
versely, if p E 8, then Hom(FUB”, p): Horn &FUB”, B) + Horn &FUB”, B”) is onto, 
and therefore there must exists f’: FUB” + B such that py = Ed,,. But after the 
triangular equalities [6], Usrrnve., = luB,,, hence U+ is a retraction in d and so is 
U(P). 0 
2.3. Proposition. Considering the adjunction (see DeJnition 1.2.3) 
F”, 
(Y&k J 9%) ---=V& 
I > .%8 
a morphism (f, 4) : (T, G, a) + (T’, G’, a’) is %9at-split zf and only zff I#J and the morphism 
Ker 8 + Ker 8’ are all surjective. 
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Proof. The condition is necessary forfand 4. Moreover, if there exists a section (st, s2) 
of the pair (f,$) in (St J%t), then for x ~Ker a’, t = sl(x) ~~(1)~’ ~Ker8 and 
f(t) = x. 
Conversely, in the following commutative diagrams of short exact sequences 
i x 
Kera-i++ T - 
fl 
a(T) --tc--, G 
‘ii’ I I 
- G/a(T) 
1 
4 4 1 S 
Ker a’- T --y++ d’(T’) aI WT 7 G’/a’( T’) 
the vertical arrows are surjective, and therefore the induced morphisms T -+ T 
x BSCTS) a(T) and G + G’ x Gr,E,(Ts) G/a(T) are onto (if (t’,d(t)) ET’ x~,(~,) a(r), 
a’(t’) = 4i3(t) = a’f(t), then f(t))’ t’ E Ker a’, and therefore there exists x E Ker 3 such 
thatf(x) =f(t)-l t’, and sof(tx) = t’ and a(tx) = a(t), which proves that T + T’ x 3CCTSJ 
a(T) is onto, and similarly for G --) G’ x c,,a,(T,) G/a(T)). 
Let s: G’/a’(T’) + G/a(T) be a set section for 4: G/a(T) + G’/a’(T’), with s(1) = 1. 
For each g’ E G’, there exists g E G such that 4(g) = g’ and s(g’a’(Y)) = g a(T). This 
defines a section a: G’ --t G for 4, making the following diagram commutative: 
n 
d(T) - G -G/a(T) 
“: 
1 
a&) 
4 B 0 
-G’-iT-_HG’,‘a’(T’) 
Similarly, one obtains a section CI: T’ --) T such that acl = pa’. 0 
2.4. Proposition. Let 8 be the class of epimorphisms (f, 4) : (T, G, a) + (T’, G’, a’) such 
that f, 4 and Ker 8 + Ker a’ are onto. Then 8’ is a projective class of epimorphisms. 
Proof. Every crossed module admits an &-projective presentation by Proposition 
1.2.4, as so-, G, i;) E 6’. The class & is also closed, for given U; 4) : (T, G, a) + (T’, G’, a’) in 
the closure of 8, and given (h, z) : ( Y, F, p) - (T’, G’, a’) an I-projective presentation 
of (T’, G’, a’), there exists (g, cp) : (Y, F, p) - (T, G, a) such that the following diagram 
commutes: 
Therefore f, cj and Ker d --$ Ker 8’ are all onto. 0 
2.5. Lemma. 8 is stable under pullback in %‘A?. 
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Proof. Given a pullback diagram 
(p>Q>~) -(T’, G’, 3) 
-1’ p 
(T”, G”,8”)-(7’, G, a) 
with (T’, G’, 8) ---+(T, G, i3) ~8 we must show that (P, Q, A)- (T”, G”, ~3”) is also in 
6. But this is a consequence of the fact that the induced diagram of kernels is also 
a pullback 
Ker ;1 -Kerd’ 
1’ I 
Ker 8 “--+Ker 8 
Therefore Ker A --+ Ker d” is onto and, as (P, Q, A)- (T”, G”, a”) is surjective it 
belongs to 8. q 
The authors wish to thank M. Cegarra for his comments on the class of epimor- 
phisms. 
3. Invariants of a crossed module 
3.1. Let dGxA’ denote the category of abelian crossed modules, and consider the 
abelianization functor de : %?M ---f d%?di!, that to each crossed module (r, G, 3) 
associates its abelianization, i.e., (T, G, a)/(r, G, 8)’ = (T/[G, 7J, G/[G, G], 8), and to 
each morphism the induced one. 
3.2. The functor &‘8 is left adjoint to the inclusion functor %: JYPZA + %‘A’. This 
follows from the universal property [11] of the commutator crossed submodule. 
Therefore, &8 preserves surjective morphisms, as they are the conormal maps of ‘#A@! 
by 1.1.11. 
3.3. Definition. We define the jirst homology crossed module of a crossed module 
(T, G, 8) by 
H,(T, G, 8) = (7’, G, UV’, G, Q’ = (TN-G, rl, G/CG, Gl, a,. 
3.4. Examples. (1) If N is normal subgroup of G, then Ni(N, G, i) = 
(W-GW,fW3,+ 
(2) Seeing a group G as a crossed module in the two usual ways, we have 
H,(l,G,i) = (l,H,(G),i), and H,(G,G,Id) = (H,(G),H,(G),Id), which gives the first 
group of integral homology as a particular case. 
(3) If A is a G-module, then H1 (A, G, 0) = (H,,(G, A), H1 (G), 0). 
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Now we introduce the second homology crossed module of a crossed module using 
an I-projective presentation, and we show that, with this definition, this crossed 
module is independent of the chosen presentation. 
3.5. Definition. Given an b-projective presentation 
(~,RP) -(Y,F,C1)- (T,G,a) 
of the crossed module (T, G,d) we define the second homology crossed module of 
(7’3 G, a) by 
3.6. Theorem of invariance. H2(T, G, a) is independent up to isomorphism of the chosen 
&-projective presentation and the correspondence (T, G, a) --) H2( T, G, a) dejines 
a jiinctor 
Proof. Consider the following &-projective presentations of the crossed module 
(T, G, a): 
(v,R~)-lc----t (Y,F,~)----tt (T, G, 81, and 
U”,R’,$)~ (Y’,~‘,L4- (T,G,a). 
Using the pullback construction, we get the following diagram 
(I”‘, R”, p”)-( Y”, F”, p”) (V’, R’, P’) 
I 
n 
k 5 
P’. Q, A) B (Y’, F’, $1 
L 1 
(V,R,p)m (Y, F:ll) -----NT, G, a) 
where (Y”, F”, p”) is an d-projective presentation of (P, Q, 11, 
(V”, R”, p”) = Ker(( Y”, F”, p”) --+ (T, G, a)), by construction of the pullback, and 
(P, Q, A) -++ (Y, F, p) and (V”, R”, p”) -A+ (V, R, p) both belong to & by Lemma 2.5. We 
obtain in this way a third d-projective presentation 
(V”,R”,$)+-+(Y”,F”,$‘) -t+(T,G,a) 
for (T, G, a). 
If (X, E, p”) = Ker(( Y”, F”, p”)- (Y, F, ,u)), as (Y, F, p) is an B-projective crossed 
module, the short exact sequence (X, E, p”) +t+ (Y”, F”, p”) -I+ (Y, F, p) splits, and so 
does (X, E, ,u”) +++ (V”, R”, p”) + (V, R, ,u) by the properties of the pullback. 
Let(sl,sz):(Y,F,p)- (Y”, F”, p”) be a section of (zr, TJ: (I”‘, F”, p”) -(Y,F>p), 
sending (V, R, p) into (V”, R”, ,u”). 
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Now, by 1.3.7, split short exact sequences with a chosen section (sl,sz) are equiva- 
lent to semi-direct products, and we have 
(Y”, F”, /A”) z (X, E, p”) >d (Y, F, p) = (X x Y, E x F, rc), 
(if“, R“,p”) r (X, E,p”) M (V, R, ,u) = (X M I’, E M R, TC), 
To show the independence of Hz (T, G, 8) from the I-projective presentation it is 
enough to find an isomorphism between 
t~~~F,YIIC~,YICF,~l,~~C~,FIIC~,~l,~I..) and 
(V” n [IF”, Y”]/[R”: r”] [F”, If”], R” n [F”, F”] /[F”, R”], p”,). 
Using the fact that the following diagram of short exact sequences commutes 
V” n [F”, Y”]/[R”. Y”][F”, V”] +--+F”, Yq/[R”, r”][F”, vy---++ CG Tl 
VnCF. Yl/ 
R” n [F’, F”]/[P, R”] - 
\ 
RnlF, 
- 
I 
FI, 
Aa 
yl[F> b’l-[F. Y]/[R. Y,[F 
-[F”, F”]/[F”. R”] 
I[F, RI * Gl 
it is enough to show that the induced morphism 
ir l*,~2*):([Fn, Y“] /CR”, r-1 [F”, if”], [F”,F”]/[F”,R”],~“,) 
---+tCF, YII[IK Yl [IF, ~l,CF,FlIt~~RI,~~) 
is an isomorphism of crossed modules, as it passes to the kernels. 
The classic theory of Hopf’s invariant [7] tells us that r2: is an isomorphism of 
groups. rl* is also an isomorphism: Since zl*sl = idr, one has rl**sl* = 
idtr,YI,tR, YJ iF, VI, where 
~~*(~yy-‘[R, Y] [F, V]) = ~~(~yy-‘)[R”, Y”] [F”, V’] 
withfEF,yEY,and 
rt*(e%(f) (xst(y)) Wdy)F1 CR”, Y”1 CF”, f”‘1) = ‘YY-’ CR, Yl [IF, f’l, 
es*(f) E F”, x s1 (y) E Y”, because (zr, r2) is a morphism of crossed modules. To see 
that s r+‘zl* = id[F,,,Y”I,[R”,Y,,lIF”,Y”lr i.e. 
es2’f’(~~1(y)) (xsI(y))-’ CR”, Y”] [F”, V”] = slffyy-‘)[R”, Y”] [F”, V”], 
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notice that 
since es~cf)slQs~(f)sl~)- ’ E [R”,Y”], es2(f)~S2(fk ’ E [F”, V”], and Q(f)x s2([i p(y)] f-‘) 
(Q(f)x- ‘) E [F”, V-j. 
To see the action on the arrows, let (J; 4) : (T, G, 13) -A (T’, G’, 8’) be a morphism of 
crossed modules, and consider an b-projective presentation for each of the two 
crossed modules. Since (Y, F,p) is G-projective, one can consider the following 
commutative diagram: 
(V>RP) tc-----(Y,F,P) -U’,G,d) 
I I -1 
(I/‘, R’, P’) -+---+(~,F’,P’) -----(T’,G’,d’) 
In the same way as above, we get the morphism 
H2(K G, 3) = (vn CF, Yl / CR Yl [IF, VI, R n CF, F l/CF, RI, II* 
-(V’ n (IF’, Y’] / [R’, Y’] [F’, V’], R’ n [F’, F’] / [F’, R’], jL.J = H,(T’, G’, 8’). 
Checking the conditions of functoriality is now a routine. 0 
3.7. Corollary. Zf (Y, F, p) is a 92-free crossed module, then H2( Y, F, p) = (1, 1,l). 
Proof. (l,l, l)+ (Y>F,P)----, (~,F,P) is an d-projective presentation of 
(Y>F,P). 0 
3.8. Example. If we consider a group G as a crossed module in the two usual ways, 
(G, G,id) or (l,G, i), then we obtain the classic formula of Hopf [7], 
H,(G, G,id) = (H,(G),H,(G),id), or H,(l, G,i) = (1,H2(G), i). 
4. The five-term exact sequence 
4.1. Theorem. Let (P, N, a) -++ (T, G, a) -W (U, Q, w) be a short sequence of crossed 
modules, such that the epimorphism (T, G, a)+ (U, Q, CD) belongs to 8. Then we have 
the following (natural) exact sequence in homology: 
H,(T, G, a)- ff,(U> Q,o)- (P/L-G, PI CN, Tl,NICG Nl, a, 
-H,(T,G~)- H,PJ,Q,w)- (1,L 1). 
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Proof. Let (V, R, p) +--+ ( Y, F, p) --I+ (T, G, 8) be an I-projective presentation of the 
crossed module (T, G, a). By pulling back 
(K R, CL)- (K F, ,+----- (T’, G, 8) 
weseethat(W,S,p)Jh---,(Y,F,~) -++(U,Q, 1 CO is an B-projective presentation of the 
crossed module (U, Q, CO). 
We construct an exact sequence of crossed modules using the windmill lemma (given 
two short sequences with a common middle term, form the pullback of the NW-square, 
the pushout of the SE-square and factorize the SW- and NE-squares through their 
images, then the resulting diagram is commutative, with exact rows and columns) and 
other classic lemmas of exactness [13]; see Fig. 1 (in the diagram n denotes a pullback of 
two morphisms and 0 denotes a pushout of two morphisms). 
In the right-hand side of the diagram we write the short exact sequences 
obtained when one considers the normal subgroups [G, G] and N of G (bottom side) 
and the normal subgroups [F,S]/[F, R] and [F,F] n R/[F, R] of [F, F]/[F, R] 
(top side). 
Seeing [G,N] and N n [G, G] as normal subgroups of N, and since 
[G, N] n (N n [G, G]) = [G, N], we have a short exact sequence 
N n CG Gl/CG, N] W---F N/[G, N] ++ N/N A [G, G] 
In the same way one obtains the vertices groups in the top-right corner (seeing 
[F, R] and [F, S] n R as normal subgroups of [F, F] n R). 
Moreover, these vertices, obtained so, can be linked those in the bottom-left corner 
using the same kind of construction with the normal subgroups [F, S] and [F, F] n R 
of [F, F] n S. 
The left-hand side of the diagram is constructed in the same way. 
From each group in the left-hand side there exist an homomorphism to 
the corresponding one in the right-hand side giving us an structure of crossed 
module. 
We write below just the crossed modules of the sequence and their middle points. 
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R n [F. F-l / R A [F. Sl NnfG.Ql/fG.Nl NINn[G.Gl 
4.2. Example. If we consider a group G as a crossed module in any of the two usual 
ways, we get the five-term exact sequence in integral homology of groups [6]: 
H,(G)- Hz(Q)- NICG, W- H,(G)- H,(Q) - 1. 
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